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Abstract. This paper fills a gap in some incomplete algorithms stated in

the literature, notably a recent algorithm for determining primality. What
this paper presents are algorithms to compute b(logn)2c and b

√
m lgnc, given

positive integers m and n. Here log is the natural logarithm, and lg is the

base-2 logarithm. Baker’s theorem on linear forms in logarithms implies that
the algorithms take essentially linear time if lgm ∈ (lgn)o(1).

1. Introduction

As usual, log is the natural logarithm, and lg is the base-2 logarithm.
Section 2 of this paper presents an algorithm that, given a positive integer n,

computes b(log n)2c and d(log n)2e. The algorithm takes time at most (lg n)1+o(1).
Section 3 presents an algorithm that, given positive integers m and n, computes

b
√
m lg nc and d

√
m lg ne. The algorithm takes time at most (lg n)1+o(1) if lgm ∈

(lg n)o(1).
Previous authors have implicitly—and, I suspect, unintentionally—assumed the

existence of polynomial-time algorithms for these two problems. See Section 4 for
further discussion.

Proving computability. The usual way to compute bαc and dαe is to compute
high-precision bounds on α. My paper [7] explains how to quickly compute high-
precision bounds on logarithms. But this is not enough: what happens if α is an
integer?

Answer: Lindemann’s theorem implies that (log n)2 is not an integer unless it is
an obvious integer, i.e., unless n = 1. The theorem states that an algebraic number
outside {0, 1} never has an algebraic logarithm; in particular, log n is not algebraic
for n > 1. See [3, page 1].

Similarly, the Gelfond-Kuzmin theorem implies that
√
m lg n is not an integer

unless it is an obvious integer. The theorem states that (logα1)/logα2 is never
a quadratic irrational; here α1, α2 are algebraic numbers outside {0, 1}. This is a
special case of the Gelfond-Schneider theorem, which states that (logα1)/logα2 is
never algebraic unless it is rational. See [3, pages 1–2].
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Proving essentially-linear-time computability. Even if α is not an integer,
what happens if α is extremely close to an integer? Bounds on α of increasingly
high precision will eventually separate α from that integer, but what happens if the
required precision is, say, exp exp exp b, where b is the number of bits of input?

Answer: Baker’s theorem implies that b1+o(1) bits of precision suffice. Explicit
bounds appear in Sections 2 and 3. (Similar applications of transcendental number
theory appear in [5] and [9].)

Beware that the bounds say nothing about real-world computations: they include
extremely large constant factors. I have made no attempt to optimize those constant
factors. The algorithms here are nevertheless reasonably fast in practice, because
they start from low precision, using higher precision only if necessary.

2. Floor of logarithm squared

Here is an algorithm that, given a positive integer n, computes b(log n)2c and
d(log n)2e:

1. If n = 1: Print 0, 0 and stop.
2. Compute a precise interval [L,R] containing log n, as explained in [7].
3. If [L2, R2] does not contain an integer, print bL2c , dR2e and stop.
4. Double the number of bits of precision. Go back to step 2.

This algorithm is parametrized by the starting precision. It is simplest to start
with 1 bit of precision; it is fastest to start with slightly more than 2 lg log n bits of
precision.

The following theorem states that the algorithm terminates once the precision
reaches approximately 3 ·21000(lg n)(lg lg n)2 bits, if not sooner. Thus the total time
for the algorithm is at most (lg n)1+o(1).

Theorem 2.1. Let n be an integer with n ≥ 8. Define j = dlg ne and k =

3 · 21000j dlg je2. Let L and R be real numbers such that L ≤ log n ≤ R and
|R− L| ≤ 2−k. Then b(log n)2c < L2 ≤ R2 < d(log n)2e.

This is a typical application of Baker’s theorem. Here is the general statement
of Baker’s theorem from [3, Theorem 1]: Assume that β0, β1, . . . , β`, α1, . . . , α`

are elements of a number field of degree at most d; that each βi has height at
most B ≥ 4, where “height” means “maximum absolute value of coefficients in
the minimal polynomial over Z”; that αi has height at most Ai ≥ 4; that Λ 6= 0,
where Λ = β0 + β1 logα1 + · · ·+ β` logα`; and that Ω = (logA1) · · · (logA`). Then

|Λ| > (BΩ)−(16`d)200`Ω log Ω. Baker actually states this bound with log(Ω/logA`) in
place of log Ω, but that improvement is only for ` ≥ 2.

Proof. I will show that f < L2 if f = b(log n)2c, and that f > R2 if f = d(log n)2e.
Note that either choice of f satisfies 4 ≤ f ≤ j2 since 4 ≤ (log n)2 ≤ j2.

By Lindemann’s theorem, logn 6=
√
f . Apply Baker’s theorem with ` = 1,

β0 =
√
f , β1 = −1, α1 = n, d = 2, Λ =

√
f − log n 6= 0, B = f ≥ 4, A1 =

n ≥ 4, Ω = log n < j, BΩ < fj ≤ j3, (16`d)200` = 21000, Ω log Ω < j lg j, and
(16`d)200`Ω log Ω lgBΩ < 21000j lg j lg j3 ≤ k to see that |

√
f − log n| > 2−k.

In particular, if f = b(log n)2c, then
√
f < log n, so

√
f < log n − 2−k ≤

R− 2−k ≤ L; i.e., f < L2 as claimed. Similarly, if f = d(log n)2e, then
√
f > log n,

so
√
f > log n+ 2−k ≥ L+ 2−k ≥ R; i.e., f > R2 as claimed. �
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3. Floor of square root times logarithm

Here is an algorithm that, given positive integers m and n, computes b
√
m lg nc

and d
√
m lg ne:

1. If n = 1: Print 0, 0 and stop.
2. If n is a power of 2 and m is a square: Print

√
m lg n,

√
m lg n and stop.

3. Compute a precise interval [L,R] containing
√
m lg n, as explained in [7].

4. If [L,R] does not contain an integer, print bLc , dRe and stop.
5. Double the number of bits of precision. Go back to step 3.

For theoretical purposes, it is simplest to start with 1 bit of precision, as in Section
2. See [5] for square-testing algorithms.

The following theorem states that the algorithm terminates once the precision
reaches approximately 22401 lg n lg lg n lg(m lg n) bits, if not sooner. In particular,
the required precision is at most (lg n)1+o(1) if lgm ∈ (lg n)o(1).

Theorem 3.1. Let m and n be positive integers. Assume that n ≥ 2, and that n is
not a power of 2 if m is a square. Define j = dlg 2ne and k = 22401j dlg je dlg 2mje.
Let L and R be real numbers such that L ≤

√
m lg n ≤ R and |R− L| ≤ 2−k. Then

b
√
m lg nc < L ≤ R < d

√
m lg ne.

Proof. I will show that f < L if f = b
√
m lg nc, and that f > R if f = d

√
m lg ne.

Note that either choice of f satisfies 1 ≤ f ≤ mj since 1 ≤
√
m lg n ≤ mj.

If m is a square then n is not a power of 2 so n
√
m 6= 2f . If m is not a square

then, by the Gelfond-Kuzmin theorem, the quadratic irrational f/
√
m does not

equal (log n)/log 2. Either way,
√
m log n− f log 2 6= 0.

Apply Baker’s theorem with ` = 2, β0 = 0, β1 =
√
m, β2 = −f , α1 = n,

α2 = 2, d = 2, Λ =
√
m log n − f log 2 6= 0, B = 4mf ≥ 4, A1 = 2n ≥ 4, A2 = 4,

Ω = (log 2n) log 4 < j, BΩ < 4mfj ≤ (2mj)2, (16`d)200` = 22400, Ω log Ω < j lg j,
and (16`d)200`Ω log Ω lgBΩ < 22400j lg j lg((2mj)2) ≤ k to see that |

√
m lg n− f | >

|
√
m log n− f log 2| > 2−k.
In particular, if f = b

√
m lg nc, then f < R − 2−k ≤ L. Similarly, if f =

d
√
m lg ne, then f > L+ 2−k ≥ R. �

4. Applications

I wrote this paper to retroactively justify the claim that two algorithms in the
literature take polynomial time:

• Bach and Shallit in [2, page 268] state an algorithm that performs an inner
loop “for a← 2 to b(log n)2c.” They claim that the time for the algorithm
is “clearly” dominated by the time for the inner loop, which in turn is
o((lg n)6). However, they neglect to prove that b(log n)2c is computable
from n in time o((lg n)6).

• Agrawal, Kayal, and Saxena in [1, page 3] state an algorithm (repeated
on the front cover of the May 2003 Notices of the AMS) that performs an
inner loop for each integer a from 1 through “b2

√
φ(r) log nc,” where “log”

means lg. They claim that this algorithm takes polynomial time. However,
they neglect to prove that b

√
4φ(r) lg nc is computable from φ(r) and n in

polynomial time.

One could, in both cases, use a wider range of integers a; perhaps the authors
actually meant b(31487/65536) dlg ne2c and 2 d

√
φ(r)e dlg ne, both of which are
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easily computable without the techniques in this paper. That is, however, not
what they wrote.

In my own presentations of the Agrawal-Kayal-Saxena idea, such as [6, Theorem
2.1], I used a smaller range of integers a, terminated by an easily computable
binomial-coefficient condition, which is also the condition that naturally arises in
the Agrawal-Kayal-Saxena proof. I am happy to sacrifice short formulas in favor
of simple, fast programs and straightforward proofs. I realize, however, that many
authors take the opposite view. This paper provides subroutines for those authors
to use.
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